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Abstract

Searching query signal from stored signal is formulated as
a segment searching problem where signal is converted into a
sequence of feature vectors. As an efficient segment searching
algorithm, a new pruning method in the segment sequence has
been proposed and the effectiveness has been shown through ex-
perimental evaluation. The proposed searching algorithm is 20
- 30 times faster than the conventional Active Searching algo-
rithm. As the first step of the proposed method distortion based
segmentation is carried out. As searching criterion is based on

norm, the segmentation is expected to be carried out based
on criterion. This paper compares three segmentation meth-
ods; maximum distortion segmentation, average distortion
segmentation and fixed length segmentation. The average
distortion and fixed length segmentation methods are very effi-
cient. On the other hand, the maximum distortion segmenta-
tion produces fixed distortion segmentation and does not require
radius information. The experimental results show that first two
methods have almost equal performance in segment searching
when the number of segments are the same.

1. Introduction

As efficient segment searching techniques in time-space se-
quences various improvements of Active searching (AS) al-
gorithms have been proposed and the effectiveness have been
reported[1, 2]. Originally the algorithms have been formulated
using the similarity measure. On the other hand, the mathe-
matical distance based formulation of AS has been proposed
and its geometrical interpretation has been described, and as
a further generalization Fuzzy Active searching algorithm has
been proposed[3]. Recently, in order to speed up AS algo-
rithms, an efficient pruning technique using center vectors of lo-
cal and global clusters for the histogram vector space has been
proposed[4, 5]. Using segmentation and clustering for output
probability vectors more efficient searching algorithm has been
proposed[6, 7]. As the preprocessing of the algorithm the distor-
tion based segmentation has been carried out. This paper com-
pares there segmentation methods; maximum distortion seg-
mentation, average distortion segmentation and fixed length
segmentation methods. The first method does not require keep-
ing radius information of each segment, however, the second
and third methods have less segmentation computation. The
experimental results show that with the same numbers of seg-
ments the first and second segmentation methods have the same
performance, such that, the numbers of distance calculations in
segment searching.

2. Efficient Segment Searching Method
In order to achieve more efficient searching algorithm than AS,
[4, 5] proposed a local and global pruning technique of segment
candidates. On the other hand, [6] proposed a new efficient
searching algorithm which is based on segmentation and clus-
tering based on norm. This is based on more geometrical
viewpoint and can give geometrical insight and intuition rather
than the similarity based formulation. The segmentation of the
vector sequence is carried out prior to the clustering procedure.
This gives continuous segments for searching, and using the
mathematical triangle inequality all vectors in each segment is
efficiently determined whether the vector satisfies the searching
criterion.

For a series of output probabilities, , and search-
ing vector, , the search problem is formulated as searching
vectors which satisfy the following inequality;

(1)

Here, is norm, and is positive and the threshold of
searching. A proposed searching algorithm contains three pro-
cedures;

1. Determination using segment representatives: M1
Sound sequence is initially segmented and the search
problem is solved using each representative vector, .
This procedure is called as M1.

2. Determination using cluster representatives: M2
A set of is clustered and more compressed representa-
tive vectors are generated. The search problem is solved
using, . This procedure is called as M2.

3. Distance pruning: M3
The search problem is solved using pre-calculated dis-
tance matrix between cluster representatives, .

The first procedure (M1: determination using segment repre-
sentatives) in the above algorithm segments given a series of
output probability vectors, , into small segments (in-
tervals) and produces its representative vector
which satisfies the following upper bound;

(2)

This procedure can be interpreted as geometrical expression in
Fig.1. The given series of output probability vectors is covered
by small balls where the center of -th ball is and the radius is

. The determination (Eq.(1)) is done by the distance between
the center of balls and . The precise segmentation procedure
(ball covering procedure) of the given series of output probabil-
ity vectors is described in the next section. Table 1 shows re-
lationship between search threshold, , and number of distance
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calculations. Here, the search threshold, , corresponds to the
radius of a oblique-lined ball in Fig.1. The average distortion
segmentation method was applied and a segmentation threshold
is set to . A symbol ”Full AS” means fully Active
searching case, and ”M1+M3+AS” means the combination of
above M1 and M3 and AS is applied. In order to indicate the
improvement two ratios of (Full AS)/(M1+M3+AS) are calcu-
lated; one is a ratio of number of distance calculations and the
other is a ratio of processing times. When the searching thresh-
old, , becomes smaller, the improvement ratio becomes larger.
When , the ratio of the distance calculation and the
processing times are 20.181 and 36.194, respectively.
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Figure 1: Ball covering of a series of output probability vectors

3. Fixed Distortion Segmentation Method
This section describes fixed distortion segmentation methods
which are applied in the first procedure in M1. ”Fixed distor-
tion” segmentation means that the radiuses of all small balls are
fixed or smaller than a specified threshold.

3.1. Maximum distortion segmentation method

From an arbitrary start position to an end position in
distortion of subsequence,

is calculated and when the distortion is smaller than
a segmentation threshold, , the end position is incremented.
The maximum value of the end position and its center vector,

, are determined. Here, this center vector, , corresponds to
the center of the small ball and the distortion corresponds to
radius in Fig. 1.

(3)

This procedure is called as ”centroid method” because this re-
quires a minimum distortion vector (centroid) based on the
maximum distortion, however, it is not easy to solve this ana-
lytically. In spite of solving the centroid, searching the optimal
vector, , in the subsequence is the finite combinatorial prob-
lem and can be solved using an exhaustive searching. This is
called as ”subsequence exhaustive search method”.

(4)

and the minimum duration length, , of the subsequence
satisfy the following inequality (5). Here, the duration corre-
sponds to the number of the vectors in the small ball. Therefore,

every ball surely contains more than a fixed number and there
is no ball which contains few vectors.

(5)

3.2. Average distortion segmentation method

The above method has the heavy computation amounts because
of the exhaustive searching. The above problem is replaced with
the problem where ”maximum” is replaced by ”average” and
” ” is replaced by ” ” norm. Therefore, the problem is re-
placed with that an average distortion is smaller than a thresh-
old, . Here, the centroid is equal to the arithmetic mean
vector of all vectors in the subsequence. Therefore, ”average

distortion” segmentation method can be solved analytically
with small computation complexity.

(6)

Initially , after determining using the above
procedure, the next start position is set to , then
iteratively is determined. This sequence corresponds to
in Eq.(2) and the average vector, , of the -th segment cor-
responds to . To simplify the explanation, changing the po-
sition variable, , we can assume that . Considering

, average distortion, , from the cen-
troid is equal to the summation of distortion for all dimen-
sions. Furthermore, considering each distortion is equal to
the variance, the following Eq.(7) can be derived.

(7)

3.3. Fixed length segmentation method

Fixed length segmentation method simply segments in a given
number of frames based on Eq.(5). The probability distance
value between a middle point of the given
segment and an arbitrary point is bounded as follows;

Here, . For example, segmentation
which satisfies gives



Table 1: Comparison between Active searching and the proposed searching algorithm ( )
searching search methods improvement ratio
threshold Full AS M1+M3 AS M1+M3+AS AS/(M1+M3+AS)

number of distance processing number of distance processing number of processing
calculation time calculation time calculation time

0.01 641.515 1.122 19.667 12.121 31.788 0.031 20.181 36.194
0.05 673.000 1.175 25.636 20.303 45.939 0.045 14.650 26.111
0.10 713.000 1.250 35.303 22.909 58.212 0.050 12.248 25.000
0.20 806.273 1.411 62.485 34.061 96.545 0.070 8.351 20.157

distortion less than . When , ,
then, or gives distortion is less than . In this
case the segment length is . As whole length
is , the number of segments is about 8834.

3.4. Relationship between average and distortion

The relationship between the average distortion and average
distortion can be derived using the following inequality be-

tween and norms;

Furthermore, a same inequality for the number of addition in
the sum the following inequality can be derived;

4. Experimental Evaluation
4.1. Experimental condition

The first data of CampusWave sound database[8] is used for the
evaluation experiment. This database is a series of music re-
quest programs which local FM radio station broadcasted, and
each 1 hour length sound contains that dialogue voice intervals
by two female personalities, requested musics (mainly pops mu-
sics), commercial sounds, and so on. The experimental setup is
shown in Table 2. Sound signal is transformed to a series of
logarithmic power and LPC cepstrum coefficient vectors using
LPC analysis. The searching query segments is set to 10 second
length. In this experiment each searching segment is a part of
commercial sound interval and appears only once. The number
of searching segments is 33. The VQ codebook with 32 codes is
generated from the same sound data using LBG algorithm. The
computer specification is Pentium4(2.66GHz), 512MB memory
size, OS Vine Linux 3.1, gcc 3.3.2 with O3 optimization option.

4.2. Experimental Results

Table 3 shows the relationship between segmentation thresh-
old and number of segments (maximum, minimum and average
lengths of the segments). Here maximum distortion method
is applied. Table 4 shows the relationship between the segmen-
tation threshold and the number of segments in average dis-
tortion method. As the minimum length satisfies the inequality

, the minimum length is relatively larger than that given
by average distortion method.

Fig.2 shows the relationship between number of segments
and number of distance calculation in three methods. This

Table 2: Experimental setup
sampling frequency 16kHz

window length 256 points (16ms)
frame analysis step 256 points (16ms)

window function Hamming window
pre-emphasis (1 0.97 )
LPC analysis order: 14th

LPC cepstrum analysis order: 16th
sound length one hour

( frames)
length of search segments 10s ( frames)

number of search segments 33 positions
VQ codebook size 32

shows that searching times for the first and the second methods
are almost same when the numbers of the segments are same.
The third method is slightly larger than the others. Fig.3 shows
the relationship between the segmentation thresholds ( )
and the number of segments. The bold line represents the result
by the maximum segmentation method and the dashed line
represents the result by the average segmentation method.
This figure shows two methods give almost same number of
segments when . Eq.(8)
estimates the value of threshold, , which produces the same
number of segments as .

(8)

Combining with Fig.2, average segmentation method can
give the same searching performance as maximum segmen-
tation method with the specified threshold, .

Fig.4 shows radius distribution of segments given by av-
erage ( ) and fixed length ( )
segmentation methods. This figure shows that in average
method most of radius of the generated segments are less than

and there are a few segments greater than radius
. Here, the average radius is 0.0272. In the fixed length

segmentation, the radius of all segments are less than 0.04, and
there are a few segments with very small radius. Here, the av-
erage radius is 0.03272.

Table 5 compares the processing times for three segmenta-
tion methods. The parameters in each method are set to give the
almost equal number of segments. The fixed length segmenta-
tion is fastest and the maximum segmentation method is very
slow. Including the processing time of distance matrix calcula-
tion in M3, the processing times using fixed length and average

are 17.040 and 17.310, respectively, and the processing times
of those two methods are not so significantly different.



Table 3: Relationship between segmentation threshold and
number of intervals in maximum distortion method

segmentation number of duration length
threshold segments

max min ave.
0.03 8954 1784 19 24
0.04 6561 1788 25 33
0.06 4143 1791 37 53
0.08 2908 1813 49 75

Table 4: Relationship between segmentation threshold and
number of segments in average distortion method

segmentation threshold number of duration length
segments max min ave.

0.00005 0.040 9841 1771 11 22
0.00010 0.057 6174 1780 16 35
0.00020 0.080 3854 1768 22 57
0.00040 0.113 2382 1788 31 92

Table 5: Processing time comparison of segmentation methods

methods processing time number of note
(sec) segments

average 0.910 9841
maximum 304.440 10139
fixed length 0.140 10040

5. Conclusions
As the fixed distortion segmentation method, this paper com-
pared three methods; the maximum distortion segmentation,
average distortion segmentation and fixed length segmenta-
tion method. Average distortion and fixed length segmenta-
tion are very efficient. On the other hand, distortion segmen-
tation does not require radius information. The experimental
results show the first two methods have almost equal perfor-
mance in the segment searching when the number of segments
are the same. As future plans efficient radius information keep-
ing in average distortion method and the improvement of the
maximum distortion method will be investigated.
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Figure 2: Relationship between number of segments and num-
ber of distance calculation
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Figure 3: Relationship between threshold and number of seg-
ments
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